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By using Intel® 10 Gigabit Ethernet server adapters in Dell™
PowerEdge™ servers and unified storage systems such as
the Dell PowerVault™ NX1950, organizations can achieve
the performance required for high-bandwidth applications
and meet the demand for increased storage capacity
while moving toward network convergence on a simplified
Ethernet infrastructure.
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Intel adapter technical
specifications
Intel 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10GbE) adapters provide
comprehensive support for multiple IEEE standards. Three
types of fiber-optic adapter are currently available:

routers, cables, and network interface

Single-port SR (short reach: up to 300 m)
Dual-port SR
■■ Single-port LR (long reach: up to 10 km)

cards (NICs). Consequently, the overall

■■

cost of acquiring and maintaining an

■■

iSCSI system can be less than that of a
Fibre Channel system with comparable
capacity. Because many organizations

Key technical specifications of Intel 10GbE adapters include the following:

already manage an Ethernet network,

■■

moving from a combination of Fibre

■■

Channel and Ethernet networks to a single
Ethernet network can also reduce the

Intel 10 Gigabit XF SR
dual-port server adapter

32 transmit queues and 64 receive queues per port
16 virtual machine device queues per port
■■ 512 KB receive buffer (divisible into eight individual packet buffers)
■■ 320 KB transmit buffer (also divisible into eight individual packet buffers)

complexity of network administration.
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processor. But multiple I/O requests to a

driver threads running on different
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work controllers only amplifies the prob-
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lem: additional packets increase both

multi-core processors, multiple descrip-

give each queue its own set of MSI-X

processor congestion and latency. The

tor queues can facilitate powerful load-

controllable interrupt vectors to help

solution lies in the ability to distribute data

balancing functionality.

provide efficient packet management

packet processing across multiple cores

■■

Receive-side scaling: To determine

and fine-tune the processor load.
Intel Virtual Machine Device Queues

working in parallel. By capitalizing on the

which queue to use for incoming pack-

processing capabilities of these cores,

ets, network adapters residing on sys-

(VMDq): VMDq provides multiple hard-

Intel server adapters distribute the load

tems using the Microsoft® Windows

ware queues and offload features to

and help lower the processing time for

Server® 2003 or Windows Vista®

help reduce the software overhead

individual network packets.

■■

operating systems can use RSS, which

associated with sharing a single net-

Intel 10GbE adapters are specifically

directs packets to different queues

work controller between multiple VMs.

designed for multi-core systems and the

without the need for reordering. (On

Previously, a network switch emulated

latest OS features. They can use up to

systems using the Linux® OS, this tech-

by the virtualization software sorted

32 separate hardware NIC queues for

nology is known as scalable I/O). RSS

and routed packets individually to VMs.

transmission and up to 64 queues for

is intelligent in its distribution of packet

That process typically introduced sig-

receiving—all of which can be mapped to

processing, and is also programmable.

nificant delays in the network packet

16 separate processor cores.

Consequently, network controllers with

processing. With VMDq, individual

The ability to direct streams to differ-

multiple queues can efficiently direct

hardware queues are associated with

ent processor cores can provide impor-

multiple TCP/IP streams to different

the simulated network interfaces of

tant advantages in virtualized server

processor cores for handling.

running VMs. The network controller

Message-Signaled Interrupts Extended

itself performs the routing of received

ers, virtual machines (VMs) hosted by

(MSI-X): As part of the PCI Express

packets, helping substantially reduce

hypervisors that emulate network control-

(PCIe) standard, MSI-X technology

overhead. VMDq is also used on out-

lers can rely on a dedicated network

facilitates efficient communication

bound VM packets to provide transmit

stream handled by a single processor

between queues and specific processor

fairness and to help avoid a single VM

core. When multiple VMs are in use, they

cores, enabling the network adapter

blocking access to the controller.

environments. By using Intel 10GbE adapt-

■■

can share the controller ports while taking
advantage of their own privately processed packet stream. This approach

Core 1

enables significant enhancements in the

OS

As illustrated in Figure 1, Intel 10GbE
adapters use multiple technologies that
work together to distribute packets across

Core n
MSI-X interrupt

performance of virtualized applications.

Core 2

LAN base drivers
Host

Distribution

multiple processor cores and help accelerate processing:
■■

Queue 1

Queue 2

Classification

Multiple descriptor queues: To spread
the workload across multiple processor cores, network traffic streams are
divided into queues through receive-

Queue n

NIC

RSS hash
engine

Classification engine
Ports

side scaling (RSS), filtering based on
the Media Access Control (MAC)
address, or the use of virtual LAN tags.
The packet queues can be accessed by
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Figure 1. Intel 10 Gigabit Ethernet adapters sort, group, and direct network packets across multiple processor
cores to help reduce network bottlenecks
Reprinted from Dell Power Solutions, February 2008. Copyright © 2008 Dell Inc. All rights reserved.

Dell PowerConnect 6200 series switches
Advanced Dell PowerConnect 6200 series

10.10.20
subnet

switches can incorporate 24 or 48 ports of

Microsoft SQL Server 2005
database server (Dell PowerEdge 2950)
™

10/100/1,000 Mbps Ethernet in a 1U form
factor, enabling administrators to connect

10.10.22
subnet
Dell PowerVault NX1950
high-availability configuration
with two PowerVault MD1000
expansion enclosures

Microsoft Exchange Server 2007
e-mail server (Dell PowerEdge 2950)

CIFS users

up to 576 servers or clients and up to
nearly 3 TB of capacity in a single stack.
These switches also support up to four
10GbE uplinks for direct connectivity to
10GbE routers, enterprise backbones, and

NFS users

data centers. The modular design enables
administrators to upgrade to advanced

Figure 2. Dell PowerEdge 2950 servers connected to Dell PowerVault NX1950 storage using Intel 10 Gigabit Ethernet
adapters help deliver a cost-effective file-sharing solution that can support high-bandwidth enterprise applications

stacking or 10GbE when needed.

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
Intel I/O Acceleration Technology:

integrated PowerVault MD3000 modular

Uniﬁed storage systems such as the Dell

Intel 10GbE adapters also include Intel

disk storage array holds up to 15 Serial

PowerVault NX1950 offer organizations a

I/O Acceleration Technology, which

Attached SCSI (SAS) drives for up to

cost-effective, scalable, easy-to-manage

helps optimize bandwidth by redirect-

4.5 TB of storage capacity. Administrators

solution for the growing demand for storage

ing header processing and speeding

can also easily add up to two PowerVault

capacity, while Intel 10GbE server adapters

up

MD1000 external storage expansion

help increase the viability of iSCSI storage

arrays, for a total of 45 drives and up to

even further for enterprise data centers.

13.5 TB of total storage capacity in a

With increased bandwidth and technologies

For more information on the technical

single 3U enclosure. In many cases, these

designed to accelerate network processing

aspects of the Intel 10GbE adapter hard-

SAS drives are less expensive than com-

by capitalizing on the capabilities of multi-

ware, see the “Intel adapter technical

parable Fibre Channel disks.

core processors, Intel 10GbE server adapters

■

memory

access

to

packet

components.

The PowerVault NX1950 also helps

can help prepare organizations for today’s

simplify storage deployment and manage-

and tomorrow’s high-bandwidth, real-time
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ment. While setup wizards help adminis-

application requirements.

Intel 10GbE adapters are validated for the

included Microsoft Windows® Uniﬁed Data
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Dell PowerEdge servers
Dell PowerVault NX1950 storage

Intel 10GbE adapters are validated and

system

available as an option on ninth-generation

The Dell PowerVault NX1950 network

Dell PowerEdge servers. By offering a

storage system offers a range of advan-

selection of multi-core processors, includ-

tages for organizations that need a cost-

ing dual- and quad-core Intel Xeon® pro-

effective way to address the growing

cessors on several models, PowerEdge

demand for storage capacity and to sup-

servers can provide the performance

port high-bandwidth, real-time applica-

required for real-time processes. The

tions (see Figure 2). While the uniﬁed

Intel adapters add cost-effective iSCSI

design helps optimize the processing

connectivity while helping optimize the

power of host servers, the simple, cost-

network processing performance of

effective scalability of the PowerVault

multi-core processors to deliver the per-

NX1950 can help address rapidly rising

formance required for high-bandwidth

demand for storage capacity. The

applications.
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